ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

A Unique Gift Idea
A gift’s purpose is to be
pleasing, lasting and visual;
at times it can be difficult
to find a fresh gift idea. For
those with a broad outlook
a Persian rug can be an
extravagant and valuable
asset. “A Persian rug is the
perfect memorable gift, a
unique work of art which
will be cherished by the
recipient for many years,
and the most versatile
piece of furniture in one’s
home” says Reza
Cheshmehdoost Scotland’s leading
handmade rug specialist

and the owner of Little Persia.
Persian rugs are now the
centerpiece of many
Scottish homes. In a
traditional house a Persian
rug brings warmth and
beauty to the living spaces.
In a contemporary interior
it compliments wooden
floors, modern furniture
and light fittings.
With their subtly brilliant
colours and wonderful
designs, handmade
Persian rugs add pleasure
and joy to people’s lives in
residential and office
surroundings. A quality
Persian rug is also a
financial asset, because its
value increases with age,
making each purchase a
worthwhile investment.
However, as a result of
their popularity, the market
is swamped with
imitations. For the general
public it has become
increasingly difficult to
distinguish real authentic
rugs from the fakes on

offer. Furthermore, a rug is
less of an investment if
initially bought at an
excessively high price due
to lack of knowledge and
experience.
Reza feels passionate
about his collection and
takes pleasure in sharing
his knowledge and
experience built up over
years of trading handmade
rugs; he is offering free
information and advice on
choosing, caring and
cleaning Persian rugs: “I’m
always happy to give
advice whether it is over
the phone, in-store or via
email”. Acquiring some
basic knowledge on the
subject helps you to gain a
greater appreciation of the
wonder and skill involved
in the creation of these
beautiful treasures.
Moreover, it pays to know
the right questions to ask
and feature to look for
when purchasing a
handmade rug.
Little-Persia offers

professional rug
restoration, cleaning and
appraisal services along
with selling a wide range of
fine handmade rugs from
their gallery in Glasgow
and their website:
www.little-persia.com
Visit Little-Persia to
discover how these eyecatching rugs will impress
your gift recipient. The
choice on offer at the

gallery really is remarkable,
with so many exclusive
traditional and
contemporary designs on
display you are certain to
be inspired by their charm.
Contact Details:
Little-Persia Gallery
11 Commerce Street
Glasgow G5 8AB
0141 420 6989
www.little-persia.com

You can find Little-Persia a short walk from central station at the bottom of Hope Street and over the bridge. (River Clyde)

